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Park Volunteers, we need you
by Kim Whitehead

This is going to be our 4th
year at Leisuretime. We love
the park and the people. We
also know that our park
functions as well as it does
because of all the hard
working volunteers. Last
year I convinced the Board to
allow for a page on our
website to recognize all
these wonderful people.
Now I just need to find you.
My guess is; you are all in the
witness protection program
with my little dog Penny.
(Picture to the right) If this is
the case, I want to assure
you that you can come out of
hiding and show yourselves.

If you aren’t volunteering
and would like to, please
send me an email to
ltrvcascade@gmail.com.
Once all our volunteers have
been located we will get you
in touch with someone who
is part of the group you
would like to volunteer with.
If you want to volunteer in
areas that don’t have a
group, maybe we can invent
one. If you have an idea for a
volunteer group, let me
know. Thanks………..

Have a very Happy Easter
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Penny
This little girl is not a raccoon. She is in the
witness protection program so I cannot
disclose her actual identity. If you happen to
see her during the summer, please don’t tell
anyone. Volunteers who have joined her,
please come forward.
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In the Spotlight
by Kim Whitehead

During the winter our backhoe
Thi
got a lot of use. This caused it to
need some much needed repairs
and a few supplies. When help
was needed Duane Gress helped
in assisting with this task.
Including picking up supplies in
Boise. For this reason, we would
like to say Thanks to Duane for
volunteering his help. We would
also like to extend a thank you to
David Miller for helping tear down
Beaver dams that have been
flooding F-street. Your help is
appreciated.

Thanks David and
Duane!!!

THOUGHT OF THE DAY
If you can’t afford a doctor, go
to the airport – you’ll get a
free x-ray

and a breast exam, and; if you
mention Al Qaeda, you’ll get a
free colonoscopy.
Joy Erickson Wordpress.com

Give a man a fish and he will have food for one day. Teach
him to catch fish and he will spend all day at the lake drinking
beer. Anonymous
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Why does toilet paper need a
commercial? Who is not buying this?

Spring Clean-up is Approaching.
by Kim Whitehead

My husband/ Board Member
(Treasurer/Secretary)
Image compliments of Zorklibrary.com

Spring is just around the
corner and this means some
clean-up will need to be
done. For anyone who puts
up a temporary snow cover
don’t forget that they need
to be removed by April 15.
When those pesky weeds
start growing don’t forget
that each lot owner is
responsible for cleaning up
the mess on their own lots.
Don’t forget during your
spring clean up to take a look
at your fence and your shed
to see if they need to be
repaired or repainted. Keep
in mind that during the
winter your shed might have
become the home of a
squirrel or another small
creature. Check for the
possibility that a tiny door or
tiny hole was installed for
ease of access. Those little
guys try to get out of the

cold and sometimes the
sheds look like a nice place
to be. Take a look at Rules
and Regulations for more on
lot clean up. Do keep in
mind if something is
preventing you from getting
your lot cleaned, get in touch
with a Board Member. We
want the park looking good
but we also know that things
happen. Communication
works. We all know how
crabby those old guys on the
Board can be. I should know,
I’m married to one. (see
picture on the left)
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POOL NEWS
BY KIM WHITEHEAD

After some time with our pool
being shut down this winter, we
finally have it up and running
with a few new items. The heater
has been replaced and the vents
were redone to bring fresh air in.
Two new dehumidifiers were put
in along with a new pump. The
plumbing to the new heater was
repaired. So with all that being
completed we should have a pool
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that is up and running this
summer.

BREAKING NEWS- BREAKING
NEWS 3/15/2016
This Sunday Beaver traps will
be set due to beavers causing
flooding on F street. Please
make sure you keep your dogs
on a leash when taking them
for a walk. YOU DO NOT
want your dog to get caught
in a beaver trap. We suggest
that you avoid the trails
behind F street if possible.
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Low Hanging Branches
by Kim Whitehead

As you are aware the park
received lots of snow this
year. This meant the roads
had to be plowed a bit more
than usual. What does this
have to do with low hanging
branches? If you have a tree
on your lot that has branches
hanging over the road, it will
need to be trimmed. The
Plexiglas on the backhoe had
to be replaced due to a low
hanging branch. Sometimes
we don’t realize how bad the
branches on a tree can get
until it causes issues. With
the weather getting nicer
and our neighbors starting to
get the itch to haul 5th
wheels and motorhomes to
the park soon, we all need to
take a look at our trees and
how the branches on those
trees effect the road. We
don’t want anyone to hit a
tree limb on the way in.

I
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Editor’s Note
It is that time once again to get a
newsletter out. I would like to
mention a couple of things this
month as I ask for people to send
in pictures or other information
for the newsletter. Since our last
newsletter the park and the board
have experienced some not so
friendly issues. I did receive a
letter about the issues and was
asked to include it in the
newsletter. To our neighbor who
asked for the information to be
published in the newsletter.
Thank you. However, when I did
consider putting this in our
newsletter, I found that the
newsletter was becoming
negative. This occurred because
the letter needed an explanation.
Of course then I felt I needed to
put in my 2 cents. Before I
realized it the entire newsletter
was about one issue. Since the
Board sent letters to everyone
and posted them to our website
for everyone to see, I am going to
leave it alone. I do once again
want to say thank you to the
individual who wrote this letter
and hope that we can get more
optimistic news for our
newsletter in the future. As I have
put this newsletter together I am
giving you information that you
will find in other areas of our
Website. My goal is to bring
forward what is relevant at the
time. It doesn’t mean I will get
everything but hopefully it will
help with a lot of questions. If
you have a question that you
would like answered. Please send
it in and we can add it to the next

newsletter. I do ask that when
submitting something for the
newsletter you write
“Newsletter” Attn: Kim in the
subject line. I would hate for you
to be expecting an immediate
response and think you are being
ignored. We really do try to
respond to everyone in a timely
manner.
Remember, if you have pictures
(we love pictures of new babies
and grandbabies), questions or
ideas for our newsletter send
them to ltrvcascade@gmail.com
and put “Newsletter” Attn: Kim in
the subject line. I look forward to
hearing from you.

(Picture to the right is Ayden with
Grandpa spending a day at the
Boise zoo)
(Many pictures throughout the
newsletter compliments of Bing.)
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